
Craft technique: Marbling
Instructions No. 1549
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 15 Minutes

Marbling does not succeed only classic on Easter eggs - the coloring technique can be applied to many different objects and gives a great
new look.

Marbling succeeds so easily



No matter whether you choose the colour scheme of porcelain, plastic cups or from Paper : for marbling
you will need a slightly larger vessel (plastic bucket). This is filled with water. Now drip the marbling
colours into the water bath according to your personal taste.

You will notice that the paint spreads on the surface of the water to form a film.

Now dip your piece of paper, porcelain or similar object into the water bath and then pull it out again.
The Colour for marbling has now settled to a nice random pattern on the porcelain surface. It dries matt
with excellent colour brilliance.

Marbling is so versatile
Marbling is fun, easy to do and produces absolute trend objects! Use our illustrated basic instructions for marbling and note the following extra tips for
colouring porcelain:

To ensure that the paint adheres well to the porcelain, it should be free of grease and dust.
When marbling coffee cups, you should also ensure that there is a gap of approx. 3 cm between the cup and the edge of the cup when it is dipped. This
keeps the drinking surface nice and clean.

Let us inspire you



Article number Article name Qty
766043 VBS Cup with spoon, 2 pieces 1
537469 Double cards with envelopes "Wavy edge", DIN A6, 50 pieces 1
610439 VBS Bamboo wood spikes, 50 pieces 1
571647-08 Terracotta potsInside-Ø 8 cm, 10 pcs. 1

Article information:



562683 Egg cup "Flat", porcelain, 12 pieces 1
721981 VBS Memo book "DIN A5" 1
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